Message FIVE of Twelve

I AM… Resurrection! I AM… Light!
Through Wisdom Teacher Sri Ram Kaa & Master Lady Kira Raa

February 26, 2005, TOSA Center for Enlightened Living, Tijeras, New Mexico, USA

Archangel Zadkiel speaks:
Yes! I AM…here! Yes! Good afternoon, and how are you today? You
are good? Yes!
The Time Of Abundant Chaos
We welcome you here during the time of great abundant chaos! Yes! It is
a time of great abundant chaos. And! This is important for you to know,
for you have entered into the time of the resurrection of the chaotic
indirectness.
It is important for you to be able to manifest within yourself the
opportunity to leave the indirectness and move into the wholeness of the
truth of your being-ness.
The hiding, the sleeping, the being without full connection
is beyond your consciousness. And, your consciousness
is now ready to enter into full resurrection.
Resurrection
What is resurrection? Many, in what you call this country, hear this
word resurrection and they immediately go to one idea of resurrection,
do they not? Yes! They do! This is good for you to be aware of, and it is
good for you to release. The truth of resurrection, is the energy of the
understanding of coming home.
Resurrection is indeed joy, is it not?
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Resurrection is the opportunity to be able to come home into your own
truth of spaciousness, and to say, “Yes! I AM resurrected back into my own
wholeness. I AM resurrected into my knowingness, and in my full wholeness, in
my full knowingness, there cannot be chaos.”
Chaos does not exist!
Do you not know this language – I am resurrection and light? Have you
heard this? It is important for you to take this moment now and declare:
“I AM Resurrection! I AM Light!”
This is the gift of the power of the knowing-ness that you call into your
own heart. For each is resurrection! Each is light!
When you give yourself the gift of calling this into you, when you
declare from the wholeness, from the spaciousness of pure light energy,
when you open up your heart, when you expand into the Ascended Root
Chakra, you say, “Yes! I shall move into the root and I shall open up into the
power of true resurrection.”
It is the time of resurrection!
Resurrection and Death
Many say, “If it is the time of resurrection, what happened to the death? Is there
not death with resurrection, what is this about?”
There must be both! There must be both death and resurrection. In many
ways, from the 3rd dimensional chaotic way of thinking of a system of
believing in chaotic energy, then yes, death would be simultaneous with
resurrection. Yet, this too is a fallacy!
Declare, “I AM Resurrection!” , and you are able to supersede what you
call death.
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If you release the belief of what death is, if you release the belief of what
you are told death should be, looks like, would look like, be for you . . .
if you release this and move into the resurrected heart, then your energy
immediately flies like the eagle, does it not?
Yes! You…ARE…most free. You are most free! As you declare this
month, “I AM Resurrection!” This is the month of resurrection. I AM
Resurrection! You must take a full lunar cycle of declaring “I AM
Resurrection” to call in the resurrection energy.
It does not matter if you hear this now, it does not matter if you hear
this a year from now. What matters is you take a full lunar cycle of
declaring “I AM Resurrection”. As many will declare, “I AM
Death”, and you must know this too. For the two are not always
serendipitously meant to be together.
It is not just about the death into resurrection; it is about the choice!
Make your choice!
I AM Resurrection or I AM Death!
Either way you shall be able to find a unified energy within. Either way
it does not matter, just choose!
You are in, dearest children, the time of the unwinding spiral. All is
opening up. All! And as ALL opens, much becomes available to ALL in
many different forms. What do you declare? “I AM Resurrection!” Yes,
OK, you can say that! Let us hear, “I AM Resurrection”. Very well
done! Feel the power of that energy.
Resurrection Energy Exercise
Let us do this with a little more power. Put your hands to heart, both
hands. Before you do this, take in a deep breath to the heart, and as you
take in a deep breath to the heart, allow the exhale to release all that feels
like death! YES!
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And as you breathe in deep and as you exhale, all that feels like death and all
of the energy of what feels like death – the emotional ties, the burdens, the
chaos, the belief structures, the egoic – as you release and breathe all of that,
then you are ready, then you are prepared.
Make your hands feel as if the wings of the eagle over your heart. Yes.
Breathe in deep and declare, “I AM RESURRECTION!” Yes!
Call in the energy of the flight. Know the truth of your power.
Be prepared, dearest children, for the great flight begins now. Yes!
Open this heart chakra. Know the truth! For when the root, (the heart),
is empowered with the Ascended Energy, it can only go one place.
Where is that? Up!
As we bring in the ascended energy, yes, we go up. Yes! We free. We
allow. We release. We give the gift of true life. Not only to those of us
who are sitting here; to ALL!
Each time you declare, “I AM Resurrection!” your energy expands tenfold. Imagine doing this a lot during every day for 30 days – how manyfold would that be?
It is most important for you to allow the gift of “I AM Resurrection!”
for the next complete lunar cycle. Declare this every day,
many times during the day.
Resurrection & The Exploded Crown Chakra
Allow your hands to gently relax. Yes. And as you do this, we offer you
the great energy of upliftment. Why do we use this eagle analogy today?
Some are saying, “What’s this about?” It is about many things, dear
ones. It is about many things.
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It is about the freedom that you carry within. It is about the true
resurrection. It is about the honoring of all cycles having come full circle
and the beginning of the next wave of higher illumination. We use this
word “higher” only for perspective.
There is no “higher”; there is no “lower”.
There is the gratitude of reaching into the ascended energy state.
As you allow your “self” the gift of BE-ing resurrection – what does that
mean? What does it mean to “BE resurrection”?
It is not something outside of you. It is not a state of mind. It is not a
concept, and it is certainly not something to be preached. It is indeed the
energy of the gift of lifting, of the gift of knowing, of the gift of BE-ing.
Many of you know about the exploded crown chakra. Take your hands
to the ears, and as you take your hands to the ears focus on the exploded
crown chakra. Breathe and allow your “self” to reach into the greater
ascended state.
Breathe in deeply, let your head go back, and let your hands go up,
offering your “self” connectivity, energy, knowingness, love,
remembrance, BE-ing. Yes!
We have called in a portal of crystalline energy that washes over ALL.
As you do this exercise, allow that portal to come into your crown, to
connect you up!
The fifth dimension is but a state of being. It must also be a state of
knowing. What do you do when you say, “I AM Resurrection” ?
What happens to the egoic remnant? What happens to the personality,
as you call it? Does it question? Does it want to know more? Or, is it
able to say, YES! “I AM Resurrection! I AM Light!”
This is the gift you must give your “self” each time. For as you are in the
exploded crown, as you are in the energies of fifth dimensional
experience, there are many more energies that are bombarding around
you.
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As you stay anchored in the ascended energy, and as you expand more
with the root chakra of the heart, as you give your “self” the gift of
moving into the vibrational field of oneness, unity, and resurrection; you
gift your “self” with the opportunity to free many others.
The Lemeurian Revolution
The planet that you are on, this sphere of density, is becoming more and
more unstable. You must understand dearest children, that during the
Lemeurian Revolution this was exactly what was set to be at this time in
your third culminating experience as beings of density. Let us go back
and give you more understanding of this, for many questions we see.
At the end times of Leumeria there was a great split. There was a split
among those who felt that the experiment of being in density was no
longer viable. That this state of being was not of the highest vibrational
frequency and that indeed we should return back into Source – then,
now – without traveling, without more expansion.
This group of Leumerians became very powerful as did the group of
Leumerians that were committed to going on with expansion, for
expansion is the gift that “you” give light.
Light can only expand!
The greatest gift to bring back to oneness is the gift of expansion, the gift of love,
the gift of resurrection, the gift of the joyous homecoming.
And at the end of the Lemeurian Revolution there was much energy that
was split. Within this split energy, over many eons of experience, it has
become to be what you consider to be the dark and the light in many
different ways.
So, at the end of this time now, there are Lemeurian energies that wish
to prohibit the Ascensionary experience of moving into I AM
Resurrection.
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There is a very simple way on this globe of density to prevent others
from being able to recognize their own I AM Resurrection, I AM
Ascension, I AM Light.
The way to do this is to work within a belief structure that perceives
safety. Therefore, when you work within a belief system that has a
safety mechanism tied to it – or what many would call to be organized
belief systems of that which is and that which is not – these systems will
become much more powerful in their mis-belief of what is the accurate
truth of the I AM presence within each of you.
Now we do not wish to confuse; we do wish to offer clarity. It is
important for you to take in that you are at the time now where there
are many energies that wish to convolute the truth of your being-ness.
There are many energies that wish you to stay in the traditional
chakra system, for it serves well for density! It serves well for chaos!
If you are experiencing chaos, where do you normally feel it? In the
lower chakras of the traditional earthbound system! And if the Earth is
warbling, and you are in this Earth-attached system, will you not warble
too? Yes!
This is why the decision must be made!
Are you choosing death or are you choosing resurrection?
Within the choice of death, we wish to remove the connotation of the
word death, for many of your friends, many of those you know have
already made their choice. They have chosen what many will call death
through a series of chaotic experiences in a 3rd dimensional realm that is
going into deeper chaos.
Dearest children it is the time of deeper chaos.
This is not meant to frighten; this is meant to illuminate. This is meant to
offer you the gift of energy appropriation. Big word.
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Energy appropriation is meant to give you the choice of where your
energy best serves in the energy of all light. Where do you choose to
serve? Where do you choose to be? Is the decision made from the self? Is
the decision made from the greater community of Light? Where do you
serve? Where is your choice? Where do you wish to be?
The Eagle Takes Flight and The Void
I AM Resurrection serves All.
Within each declaration you serve All!
As you move forward into this
exploded crown energy, you
lift beyond the fifth
dimensional experience.
It is necessary for many to lift
through the fifth dimensional
experience to be able to get
above what would be called
the radar of the fifth
dimension, for even in the fifth
dimension there are many energies that still exist that have similar
patterns to that which you have experienced here in the third dimension.
This is why it is such a simple shift!
It is a very simple shift, dear children; it is not a hard shift. There are so
many confusing energies around this fifth dimensional shift. Oh yes!
“How will we go? What do we do? What will happen?”
It is important to understand that each governs the gift of their own
upliftment. Each governs their own ability to fly and soar.
Each governs their gift of true connectivity.
You each have within you the gift of the Ascended Heart,
which is indeed the Eagle.
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We come back to the discussion of the eagle for you. Is it not perfect that
you are in the land of what is known as “the Eagle”, activating an eagle?
Give yourself this gift! Fly as the eagle flies, knowing that often the eagle
flies alone. And this too is a gift. It is a great gift.
Offer up that which comes to your heart.
Honor that which flows freely from joy.
Be in the gratitude of the truth that you are.
This is what shall help you through the fifth dimension
and into the seventh.
There is a time between the fifth and seventh dimension when you can
indeed experience that which feels like the void. Is that such a bad thing?
The void is in and of itself an opportunity to face and be in the oneness,
in the stillness within your own heart, within your own understanding.
When you walk into the void know that you do not walk in alone. Each
will walk into the void in their own time. Each must walk into the void.
As you walk into the void, you understand the joyous upliftment of
walking in, as you walk through. Oftentimes one can bring themselves
into a dimensionary experience, moving into the 5th dimension, moving
into the understanding, moving into the truth of knowingness.
And then, one continues walking into the void, and one says, “Oh my
goodness, what have I done?”, and chooses to come all the way back to the
3rd dimension. This is OK!
Each must walk into the void and see the truth of their own heart.
Where is the truth of your own heart?
Is it ascended?
Is it the root?
Or is it indeed a center of density for you in the middle of a body?
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Only walking into the void of each understanding will give you this. So
we gift you with the wings of the eagle. We gift you with the heart of
bravery, and the courage to understand your truth! To walk into your
void, to trust and know that as you are asked to trust and move forward,
as you are walking into your own void, you call in the greater
connectivity of knowing I AM Resurrection! I AM Light!
The Power of the Declaration
It is easy to walk around the planet and chat, chat, chat! Is it not? You
are all very chatty! Many words! Words do nothing! Words do nothing!
The actions of the truth of your heart are what will
catapult you into the truth of knowingness.
This is what the void will give you. And the void is upon you. It is your
choice to walk in. Knowing that you cannot fail no matter what you are
experiencing; no matter what your choice, and no matter what you
decide.
You are already in the state of ascended knowingness. You are already
home. You are already calling in the joyous gratitude of remembrance
and knowing for many! For yourself, for the world, and for many
worlds. Do not think so small as this is the only world. There are many.
And they are all converging! We are at the time of great convergence, as
we bless you and give you gifts of knowingness.
It is important for you to say, “Oh my goodness, so serious today!” Yes! We
are serious because it is the time of seriousness. We are all light-hearted,
dear children. Know that we bring you joyous, lightheartedness
upliftment of the truth.
Joyously walk into the void knowing that you are armed with everything
you need. You are totally protected.
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Declare this over the next 30 days, this lunar cycle:
I AM! I AM! I AM Resurrection!
Know the truth. Know the being-ness. And then you can color your
eggs, and dance around. Yes! Whichever you decide! It is important!
Take your time. Be present. Even when everything around you seems to
be exploding, even when every decision you make you are questioning,
bring your hand to your heart, breathe deeply and remember the
declaration: I AM Resurrection! I AM!
Bring your hand to heart. We offer each of you the gift. As you
breathe…KNOW…BE! Call in the truth! Bring the wings of the eagle to
your heart. Let it suspend the ascended chakra system for you. Let it
open and clear all that feels like pain, all that feels like memory, all that
feels like that which has stopped you from the propulsion forward.
Know the truth of the winged heart. Know that the winged heart is your
birthright. It is the truth of who you are; it is the being-ness. It is your
remembrance.
I AM Resurrection! I AM Light!
I AM Resurrection! I AM Light!
I AM Resurrection! I AM Light!
Breathing deeper, ever clearer, ever more certain, ever more focused,
ever more alive, ever more connected, ever more being. I AM!
Breathing, bring your hands up, and as you bring your hands up, allow
yourself to look up knowing the gift that is being poured upon you now,
knowing that as you receive all the gifts of the glorious knowing that you
are indeed the one.
You are the manifest glory of the greatest power of the divine.
Do not ever forget that!
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Know that your purpose here has already been declared above many heavens.
Call in your destiny. Know the truth of who you are. Know you are prepared
to walk into the void with courage, honor and power. Know you are loved.
Now bring your hands back and hug yourself! You deserve it! Yes! Yes!
Know how loved you are! Know how cherished you are. Know truly –
Truth! Truth! Truth!
You are of the divine oneness. You cannot experience illness, you
cannot experience chaos, and you cannot experience that which feels
like disharmony.
Only this vessel that has chosen this experience can do that. You cannot,
and You are now ready. Yes! Great power! Great power! Great power!
This is your month of declaration; use it wisely. For in this month you
anchor the Ascended Heart. You have already done a good job in
recognizing the heart, you have gone into your truth chakra and said,
“Yes, this is no longer a throat but a beacon of truth! It is a vessel of truth!”
And oftentimes a vessel of truth speaks better without words, does it not?
Yes!
Let your energy be the guide.
Let your gift be your heart.
Anchor the winged heart, carry in the eagle,
and know the truth of who you are!
Walk into the void with great courage and joy!
Yes!
You are finally there. It is a good gift. Know that we love you! Know
that you are beyond ready as you have been preparing a long time.
This is not just a happening. This is a culminating event.
You have chosen to be here.
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All of your ancestors are here. They all celebrate with you. There is
much dancing here. Oh, yes! There is much dancing, much singing, and
many languages. Embrace all these languages, embrace the truth.
A tribe of many nations is here upon you. Be the tribe.
Know the truth. Unify your light. Understand the gift. Yes!
You have questions? We take questions. Yes!
Questions from the Community
Q: I have a question that concerns bringing maybe an – I call it like an
ancient idea about the eagle and condor – it’s a legend; the eagle in the
north and the condor from the south. And I’m wondering how will that
development open into this new energy. Is there value in some of these
old myths, legends?
A: Is that your question?
Q: It is.
Yes! We honor you for asking this question for many, many, carry this what you call “myth” - with them. All myth, dear one, comes from the
ancient truth.
Over eons of recognition the myth creates itself, and then the myth
propagates itself until we come to a time when we must recognize the
truth within each myth!
We become grateful that the myth is there to open up the key to the
remembrance. It is a powerful gift when we are given the opportunity to
unlock the truth of the myth. You are in the time of the unlocking. You
are in the time of the connecting. You are in the time of the Resurrection
of why the myth became, of why the truth has always been! Yes, the two
shall be one. YES!
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You are in the time of this revelation. We are at the time of many
revelations. During this you call year, the stage will be set, (we may use
this word for you), for many of these connections to come to be and the
portals and stairwells shall open.
And greater truth shall be made aware.
All are reconnecting now to be able to open, hold, and get the energy back in
realignment so that the portals and stairwells may be made available.
It is important for you, dear one, to keep walking forward. Keep reaching,
keep doing. What you seek is already coming in for you.
Q: Last month when Uriel came through I have had feelings for about 4
weeks before then about Leumeria and I asked a question about it feeling
like there were beings, friends of mine from that time, coming. This last
month – and what he told me was – to heal my relationship with
Atlantis. So, this whole month what’s been happening is I’ve been
feeling a lot more of the I AM energy.
I’ve been reading a lot more about Leumeria. I’ve been doing work on
healing the separation that I felt. I’m feeling like there’s this strong thing
I’m supposed to be doing around this – I’m not quite clear – you gave
me some more information today, but what, I guess, is there something
else you can give me out there to get it going. I’m not quite clear what it
is?
A: You are walking into the footsteps now. Be careful where you walk
and what you are unlocking. Be careful who calls to you and how you
respond.
Learn your judicious response and prepare yourself to face your void
shortly. There is within you a key of your Lemeurian lifetime that has
catapulted you forward and is ready to be open now. In order for you to
unlock this key, you must go within your own void and face again the
“you” that is staring at you. It is your time. You have been prepared.
Yes!
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Q: Those in Leumeria that chose to go back into spirit rather than go
travel, expand through density, have they stayed in spirit or have they
come back into the density plane and changed their minds and then
decided to travel on through density?
A: This is, as they say, the million-dollar question. Yes! This is its own
teaching. This is the subject of books. As a matter of fact, this is book
that is soon to be . . . Sri Ram Kaa & Kira Raa have been receiving this
information for over a year.
It is important for you to understand that there were – words you know –
revelations that were made at the time of Leumeria and revelations that
were made at the time of Atlantis.
These revelations do not parallel the revelations that are so commonly
referred to here in this form of density. These true revelations are back
on the planet now because – yes, dear child – those of Leumeria that
chose to go to spirit caused what was called the Lemeurian Revolution
out of their own belief system that it was not of highest vibrational
energy or of great service to one Light to be able to continue the density
experience. And so, these energies have indeed been very busy.
They’ve manifested in many forms. More forms than we are able to sit
with you today. However, as you look into your own heart, you will
recognize that there have been many of these forms in many ways
around all.
Within the reconnection there has been a romantization of what the
Lemeurian experience was. Part of the romantization is to try to dispel
the understanding and the recollection within the hearts of those who
know of the Lemeurian Revolution and that which it had caused.
Separation energy, the opportunity to interfere, the gift to go to a 3rd
dimensional realm and be, as they say, put into an energy vortex where
other energies can blend and offer misinterpretations to guide and direct
through perceived understandings.
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We do not wish to confuse, we wish simply to open. And so, we offer
you this gift of opening. You, dear child, have witnessed the Revolution;
this is why you ask.
Q: Right.
A: Within your own heart the Revolution stirs you and you remember
much. Give yourself the patience to simply love yourself enough to
understand that you chose to be here now and it will unfold in proper
way.
Q: Thank you.
K: Yes! Yes!
Q: Can you tell us more about what going into this void is like? Do we
leave our bodies; do we go into other realms? Can you tell us a little bit
more about this?
A: Each will journey into the void in a different way. For each has their
own reason for going into the void. And we use the word “reason” very
hesitantly, for that is of an egoic understanding.
Who would want the reason? Who is asking? What is the reason about?
We offer to you the gift of knowing that the void will simply appear
before you as if you are driving along a road and you see a tunnel. And
you must make a decision at that point – do I turn around or do I go
through? Knowing that this tunnel has an opening at the other end.
Each will journey in the way that calls to them. Each will be different
and each will be profound. It is important to allow this to simply be, to
reveal, to know. Do not force it.
We offer this to all of you. You cannot force that which is already revealed.
Give yourself the gift of knowing your truth.
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Remember that doubt and fear are the only things that can interrupt your
connection to the divine. Trust your truth. Trust your 5th dimensional
experience as you are being asked to offer yourself the gift of going beyond.
Know the truth of oneness and unity.
We are most blessed to be with you now and we offer each of you a
blessing of deep connectivity. Know how loved you are! Know how
supported you are! Each of you is in a glorious time of reconnection!
Much dancing! Much chanting! Much celebrating! Take your wings of
reunification and fly! I AM . . . Resurrection! Very good, let’s do that
again. I AM Resurrection! Yes. Take this lunar cycle and know the
truth.
Many blessings dear ones. Many blessings.
Post-trance messages while Kira Raa is still returning to body
Kira Raa: They keep showing me mountains. It’s funny, it’s like they’re
showing me the mountain over Flagstaff, (Arizona), if you’ve ever seen,
what is that? I don’t remember the name. (from group: San Francisco
Peaks) Yes. They’re showing me all these Kachina’s dancing. And it’s so
beautiful; it is so beautiful!
They’re all just chanting and dancing and loving you, and just saying,
“Dance with us, dance with us, chant with us, be with us, Come up here and see
the perspective. Know the truth of what is happening. Come up here and be with
us!”
It feels like a chariot over here and it’s got all these big horses in front of
it, and its right here and they’re huge! And they’re all just over here and
they’re just standing there. And they’re saying, “We will guide you through
to the other side of the gate.”
And there’s Archangel Michael, right in the back there, and he’s just
standing there with his arms wide . . . I’ve never seen him like that . . .
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he’s just standing there like this with his arms wide open and his sword is
on the floor. And he just has it in front of him, saying, “You are complete.
You do not need to wield this sword; you simply need to know the power of it.”
This whole area over here feels like its melted – I’m just seeing purple
and white and blue and gold and all this light just pouring in. And as it’s
pouring in these horses are rearing up and Michael’s just standing there
like this, (arms wide).
And these mountains and these Kachina’s are all in the center. It’s just
so beautiful! Thank you! Thank you! I keep hearing them singing. They
keep saying, “Do not be afraid! Do not be afraid! Be uplifted! Be uplifted!”
Sri Ram Kaa: Last night I just lay in bed for a while and this phrase just
kept floating through my consciousness over and over, “I am the Way
and the Light. None shall come to the Father except through me.”
I think I’m quoting that pretty close, and I found myself with the
knowing that it is not the personality, it is the “I AM”. I AM is the way.
I AM is the Light.
I’ve particularly enjoyed the sharing of this discourse and the truth of
those energies as they were articulated for us. It is the time of
resurrection and to claim it.
Kira Raa: It feels like water is being washed over all of you. They’re
asking that you just take a minute and close your eyes. Put your hands
on your heart and just let this water wash over you. Breathe in deep.
It feels like its raining golden sprinkles over all of you. They’re showing
me all of your exploded crown chakras with these golden beautiful
sprinkles all around you and they’ve taken the ascended heart and
they’ve put these wings on it. It’s beautiful. I feel taller! (Much Laughter
and joy!)
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